You plant in rows because its the most economical and efficient approach.
Shouldn’t you fertilize the same way?

Broadcasting fertilizer is wasteful.

You wouldn’t broadcast corn or bean seed—why would you
broadcast your fertilizer? Broadcasting fertilizer is inefficient —you
waste time, money, fuel and equipment upkeep putting down expensive nutrients to fertilize weeds and
dirt, rather than placing it directly
next to valuable crops. Make sense?
Not at all. If you practice only
precision planting and not precision fertilizing, you’re only doing
half the job.

in water runoff. These mandates are bound to become
stricter with time. By banding fertilizer instead of
broadcasting, you’ll reduce environmental impact and become a
better steward of your land.

Keep your fertilizer program
on target with a Montag
precision metering system.

With a Montag deep banding
precision fertilizer system, you can
place exactly how much fertilizer
you need precisely where you need
it. You’ll achieve less waste and
Missing out on higher yields
better yields at a lower cost while
By not placing the fertilizer where
taking better care of your land and
it does the most good, you also
the environment around it. The
may be missing out on significantly
Montag metering system is the
higher yields—up to 14 bushels per
Reduce application rates up to 33% with precision fertilizing
right equipment for the job, and
acre—according to a study done by
the fertilizer specialists at Polen
the University of Illinois.
Implement have the knowledge
Stricter EPA requirements.
and experience to steer you to the right Montag for your
farm. For a free brochure, or to talk to a Polen Implement
The EPA has already begun requiring farmers to use methods
fertilizer specialist, call us at 1-866-541-2998 today!
that reduce the environmental impact of wasted nutrients
Keep Rollin’ with Polen!
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